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Abstract 

This paper situates data practices in Japan in a diffractive genealogy of surveillance 

capitalism. It puts data conceptualized in three ways into focus: real data, data in 

information banks, and data of the super app LINE. While technology embodying these 

concepts of data is mainly used in Asia, this technology is entangled with discourses 

and legislation in Europe and practices of U.S. American surveillance capitalism in 

important aspects. This article empirically traces these entanglements and 

demonstrates how discourses around data sovereignty, geopolitical shifts, historical 

background, global political and economic trends, and international policies 

intermingle in contemporary accounts of data and digital sovereignty in Japanese 

context.  Decolonial theory is consulted in order to account for Japan’s recent past as 

a non-Western territorial empire and the privileged position that Japanese experts on 

data have in the drafting of international data policies.  
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Introduction 

The burgeoning field of new materialist informatics takes interest in the algorithmic 

condition, invoking Hannah Arendt’s question of how to live an “active life” as the 

condition of possibility for politics (Arendt, 1958; Colman et al. 2018, p. 8). Arendt is 

also a central point of reference in Shoshana Zuboff’s ground-breaking work The Age 

of Surveillance Capitalism (2018). (Re)constructing how practices of surveillance by 

giant tech companies like Google and Facebook have come to exert tremendous 

influence on our daily lives, she develops analytical terminology like the “behavioural 

surplus” and the “uncontract” that help account for the economic and political context 

of the said algorithmic condition and data practices. This paper aims to situate 

aspects of surveillance capitalism in Japan by performing a diffractive genealogy. 

That means it “materialize[s] ontological processes of formation at ‘different scales’”, 

“intra-actively and topologically (re)configur[ing] the genealogy” it produces 

(Mauthner, 2016, p. 265). The paper traces entanglements of data technology on the 

local, regional, and global scale, between the private and the public, as well as between 

empire and the economy of nation states. It draws on decolonial theory by highlighting 

an ambivalent position of Japan as both a recent imperial power, a global political 

agent, as well as a peripheral knowledge producer. The discourses, infrastructures 

and historical moments analysed in this paper are resonating with and being 

influenced by European and U.S.- American approaches to data sovereignty, privacy, 

and surveillance capitalism. The paper shows these resonances by analysing the 

cases of three types of data and the implications that arise. Overall, the goal of the 

paper is to draw a map that entails infrastructure, political actors, experts, 

nationalist/international/colonial-imperial discourses, and strategies, weaving these 

elements into a detailed narrative. This narrative, which is attentive to both geopolitical 

nuances and infrastructural materialities, performs a diffractive genealogy that 

contributes to a better understanding of data regimes and their interconnections with 

surveillance capitalism. 

The structure of the paper is as follows. First, I present Zuboff’s main points on 

surveillance capitalism and exemplify a shift towards data sovereignty in recent years 

as an important context for discussion of Japanese data strategies. Then, I discuss  
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the methodology and introduce two global designs (Mignolo, 2012) that have 

originated in Japan. The following main part of the paper, detects how three specific 

concepts of data – real data, data in information banks, and data of the super app 

LINE – come to matter in Japan and more generally. For this, concepts are regarded 

as specific material arrangements embodied in material-discursive apparatuses of 

production (Barad, 2007). While each of the three concepts is of interest in its own 

right, this paper pays special attention to the “LINE problem” as exemplary of 

geopolitical entanglements of data technology. The conclusion of the paper 

contextualizes the results more broadly.  

 

Surveillance capitalism 

In Shoshana Zuboff’s account, surveillance capitalism was born at Google in the years 

after the burst of the dotcom bubble in 2000. User data had, until then, already been 

used for improving the quality of search results. But it also came to be used for better 

targeted advertising, opening a new economy of scale (Zuboff, 2018, pp. 96–99). New 

streams for the extraction of behavioural surplus were added incrementally, despite 

the occasional public outcry. This is congruent with Arendt’s understanding that 

accumulation happens as part of a cycle, not merely because of a one-time explosion 

in the past that brought about capitalism (Zuboff, 2018, p. 124). Surveillance 

capitalism first spread to Facebook, then also to other giant tech companies like 

Microsoft; as they offer their services to smaller companies, surveillance capitalism 

now streamlines into many parts of our lives. Through the revelations by whistle-

blower Edward Snowden in 2013, it became public knowledge that American 

intelligence agencies were complicit in this streamlining. That surveillance capitalism 

could emerge in the U.S. and that it is allowed to persist, is, importantly, due to 

“surveillance exceptionalism”: the claim that the U.S. has no alternative but to continue 

its fight against terrorism after the attack on the World Trade Center on 11 September 

2001. In order to fight “terrorist content”, the sources for behavioural surplus are now 

also used to create algorithms that detect “radicalization” (Zuboff, 2018, pp. 448–

449). Surveillance capitalists today provide stability for the political and economic 

order in many countries. For instance, at the height of the European migrant crisis in 
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2015, the German government urged Facebook to immediately draft a policy to protect 

migrants from hate speech. The company had to comply swiftly, skipping internal 

approval processes that would have taken months (York, 2021, pp. 19–20).  

Reflecting fears of overreach from abroad – such as through U.S. surveillance 

activities and through Chinese economic espionage – has led to European 

countermeasures. With GAIA-X, the German government in October 2019 launched an 

initiative for developing a high-performance, competitive, secure, and trustworthy data 

infrastructure for Europe that enjoys strong support by the French government. In 

November 2019, it was reported that German chancellor Angela Merkel called for the 

EU to pursue “digital sovereignty”, especially through a reduction of the reliance on 

cloud services by Amazon, Microsoft, and Google (Chazan, 2019). As American and 

Chinese tech companies are part of the GAIA-X initiative, some argue that it “will 

neither undermine the hegemonic position of U.S. cloud services nor keep Chinese 

digital tech at bay” (Mayer, 2021, p. 3). Authors at American think tanks consider the 

rhetoric of digital sovereignty that accompanies the initiative as dangerous, as it could 

legitimate oppressive practices in countries that have less concern for human rights 

than the EU (Hillman, 2021, p. 225). Nonetheless, even though there are different terms 

for understanding sovereignty as it relates to data (Hummel et al., 2021), this 

discourse plays an important role in the concepts of data discused in this paper.  

 

Observing data and its traces using Japanese-language sources 

In agential realism, phenomena are understood to be sedimented out of the process 

of the world’s ongoing articulation, through which part of the world makes itself 

intelligible to some other part (Barad, 2007). Humans take part in the process of data 

coming to matter, and how they make sense of this process can be, at least partially, 

inferred from traces they leave. (Re)constructing a more or less coherent strategy 

concerning a concept of data over a certain time, then, can be done by identifying and 

interpreting relevant sources that contain such traces. As most of the sources I use 

are literature written by experts, it begs the question how to counteract an implicit 

replication of hegemonic discourses at least to some degree. For this, I take hints from 

decolonial theory. 
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Regarding the coloniality of power in general, the mainstream of decolonial literature 

still portrays the contemporary situation as "North Atlantic imperial states" opposing 

“China, Russia and Iran” as well as other “returning civilizations” (Mignolo & Walsh, 

2018, pp. 6, 10). Besides not being North Atlantic, Japan, in this perspective, is in a 

precarious position, as it came to fulfil the “standard of civilization” already in the 

beginning of the twentieth century (Mignolo, 2012) but its dominant language, 

Japanese, de facto has only been of greater relevance for scientific knowledge 

production inside of Asia. As Eurocentrism is still prevalent in science, Japanese is 

not considered a language of scientific knowledge production, unlike English, French 

and German, which have been dominant languages in this regard since the 

Enlightenment (Mignolo, 2009). Even when pointing out strengths, specialists of the 

academic system in Japan might still call it an “invisible academy” with regards to an 

English-speaking audience (Cummings, 2015). Consequently, providing information 

on the affiliation of authors, institutional or otherwise, is key for interpreting textual 

sources in Japanese. Many of the authors quoted here are teaching at Japanese elite 

universities and are taking part in projects carried out in cooperation between the 

private and the public sectors. Their statements need to be scrutinized as such. 

As Japan is a member of the Group of Seven (G7)1, it has important agency in shaping 

international agreements on digital technology. The initiative Data Free Flow with Trust 

(DFFT) that aims to create legislative basis for the safe international flow of data was 

announced by Japanese Prime Minister Shinzō Abe at the World Economic Forum in 

January 2019. Originally progressing as an initiative of the very diverse Group of 

Twenty (G20) countries, it is now also on the data governance agenda of the G7 

(Goodman, 2021). It is inherently concerned with limiting data sovereignty of nation 

states while naturalizing power differentials through the invocation of “trust” between 

parties of unequal power. The concept of the Society 5.0, a “people-centric super-

smart society”, was introduced in the Fifth Science and Technology Basic Plan from 

2016 and has gathered international attention for being broader in vision and giving 

 

1 The other G7 members are the U.S., United Kingdom, Canada, Germany, France and Italy. 
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more consideration to issues of sustainability than Germany’s similar but older 

initiative Industrie 4.0 (Sołtysik-Piorunkiewicz & Zdonek, 2021). This is true especially 

in Southeast Asia, a region that is traditionally considered to be one of the most 

important markets for Japanese products and a major recipient of Japanese 

development aid. In the decolonial sense, both DFFT and Society 5.0 are very much 

global designs through which data practices in Japan exhibit coloniality.2 Centering 

Japanese concepts of data, then, does not merely counterbalance a hegemonic 

Eurocentric perspective – a primary concern of Indigenous concepts (Smith, 2021) – 

but also aims to enable legitimate critique of these concepts. 

 

Three concepts of data 

While literature on imperialism through digital platforms has focused on U.S. 

platforms (e.g. Jin, 2015), China is now considered to be another important pole of 

colonial data power (Couldry & Mejias, 2019). However, each of the three concepts of 

data discussed below is traced back to the early 2010s, a time when the situation was 

different. Well into the 2000s, Japan was dominant regarding information technology 

in East Asia. Its post-war “economic miracle” was based on the entanglements with 

its former colonies in East Asia. Japan focused on private-public partnerships and on 

building “national champions”, being a main driver of the diffusion of information 

technology throughout Asia (Cortada, 2012, p. 371). Referring to technology 

embodying concepts of data as “Japanese”, then, signals that the dominant agency 

inside of sources is usually ascribed to Japanese persons or institutions. Thus, 

Japan’s past as a territorial imperial power is still present in them, often in 

contradictory ways. A prime example for such a contradiction can be found in the 

identity of Son Masayoshi, founder and CEO of Softbank. Trying to hide his Korean 

heritage by using his Japanese family name Yasumoto in order to avoid discrimination 

 

2 “Global designs [...] are brewed [...] in the local histories of metropolitan countries; they are implemented, exported, and 
enacted differently in particular places” (Mignolo, 2012, p. 65). 
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in the past, he is now standing up against discrimination by openly carrying his old 

Korean family name Son (Ōnishi, 2019).3 

Mobile phones already became widespread in Japan during the 1990s. With i-mode, 

the Japanese telephone company NTT in 1999 launched a mobile service platform 

that became a great commercial success inside of Japan and gathered enormous 

attention abroad. Although establishing i-mode in markets abroad was not successful 

in the long run, it laid the groundwork for the architecture of today’s smartphones 

(Steinberg, 2019, pp. 127–128). Its model of offering services based on fees differed 

profoundly from the data- and advertisement-driven model of offering services “for 

free” prevalent in the Silicon Valley (Steinberg, 2020, p. 3). Notably, Google CEO Eric 

Schmidt openly told Natsuno Takeshi, one of the architects of i-mode, that he wanted 

to take the i-mode concept and extend it to the world (Steinberg, 2019, p. 130). What 

made a difference was that Google knew how to make use of the behavioural surplus 

using the data extracted with its operating system Android and the Google Play Store, 

achieving global scale and succeeding in markets where NTT had not. It was during 

the 2010s that the i-mode-based phones finally gave way to Android and Apple’s iOS 

smartphones in Japan, too. 

It is from a position of former strength and the acute feeling of having fallen behind 

that most of Japan’s current expert discourse and drafting of data policy takes place. 

However, privacy is given significant consideration; this has increased since the 

General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) became effective in the EU in May 2018 

(Zuboff, 2018) and Japan’s data protection legal regime was judged as adequate by 

the European Commission in January 2019. Increased efforts for harmonization over 

many years had preceded this (Van Overstraeten, 2020, pp. 138–139). Thus, the data 

strategies in Japan (re)constructed below have been entangled with the growing 

concern for data protection that developed especially in Europe. 

 
 

 

3 Not only is Softbank today one of the major Japanese technology companies, it also maintains the world’s largest 
technology-focused venture capital fund. 
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Real data 

The term “real data” (riaru dēta) points to a particular type of big data and features in 

many strategic documents, including those concerning Society 5.0. Its importance is 

sometimes justified as arising from traditional strengths of companies in Japan. 

Current business literature connects real data to the practice of continuous 

improvement, kaizen. 4  An article in the bimonthly magazine of the Ministry of 

Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) from 2016 mentions real data, kaizen, and a 

newly established AI research laboratory by Toyota in the Silicon Valley (Keizai 

Sangyōshō, 2016b). In the same issue, real data is highlighted as a keyword of interest 

and defined as: 

Health information, movement data, operation data of factory equipment (and 

so on), the data gathered by sensors (and so on) from activities of individuals, 

companies and nature in the real world.5 (Keizai Sangyōshō, 2016a, p. 24) 

In March 2014, Morikawa Hiroyuki, professor at the Research Centre for Advanced 

Science and Technology of the University of Tokyo, is interviewed in a publication by 

Hitachi; he explains that the data of “giant corporations who are the winners of the 

current IT world” have been gathered through the internet and constitute “virtual data”. 

However, he holds that in sensor-intensive environments with machine-to-machine 

communication like factories, Japan has an advantage because there is much more 

data in such a setting. The key to using real data lies in having people go into the field 

(fīrudo) and have them discover tasks which they can solve, a setting which is “the 

polar opposite” of the setting where people write code “at their table” (Hitachi, Ltd., 

2014). The title of the article (“On the frontier (furontīa) of ‘real data’, there is a chance 

for Japan to win”) uses a metaphor known among system architects in the United 

States: the Internet of Things (IoT) is as inevitable as the drive to the West on the 

American frontier (Zuboff, 2018, p. 260). For Morikawa, Japanese can excel in settings 

where real data is relevant because teamwork is necessary. In contrast to the 

 

4 Gathering data for making continuous improvements to the production process, a practice that has come to be known 
globally under the term kaizen (Japanese for “improvement”) has been central to the Toyota production system. 
 
5 Kenkō jōhō, sōkō dēta, kōjō setsubi no kadō dēta nado, kojin kigyō shizen no jissekai de no katsudō ni suite sensā nado ni 
yori shutoku sareru dēta. Here and elsewhere all translations from Japanese are mine. 
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“individualism of Europe and America”, the “cultural soil of Japan” that encompasses 

organizational strength and the “Japanese spirit“ (wa no seishin) is very advantageous 

to this (Hitachi Ltd., 2014). In his 2019 book titled Data Driven Economy, Morikawa 

explains that the value is won through “mutual cooperation of the real world and the 

cyberspace”: collecting data, analysing the data, and going back “into the real world” 

(Morikawa, 2019, p. 5) – the core aspect of kaizen. In this way, the amount of real data 

is “by far [such that] it cannot be gathered by single corporations like Google or 

Amazon”6 (Morikawa, 2019, p. 39). This is why the internet, smartphones, the cloud 

and sensors should function as infrastructure (Morikawa, 2019, p. 8). Claiming that 

certain big data is gathered in the real world while other big data is gathered in the 

virtual world may seem arbitrary but is relevant from a performative viewpoint. 

By referring to real data, initiatives of American tech companies have been confronted 

from a position of (perceived) Japanese advantage. At a meeting of the governmental 

Intellectual Property Strategy Headquarters in late 2019, Alphabet’s Sidewalk Toronto 

is referred to as a project abroad gathering real data. Concerning the anxieties 

regarding privacy that Alphabet was met with (see also Zuboff, 2018, p. 267), the slide 

points out that the Japanese government has launched the Global Smart City Alliance 

together with the World Economic Forum and the G20 (Naikaku-fu Chiteki Zaisan 

Senryaku Suishin Jimukyoku, 2019, p. 13). Kitsuregawa Masaru, Director General of 

the National Institute of Informatics and Professor at the Institute of Industrial Science 

of the University of Tokyo, in that meeting heuristically explains that in cyber-physical 

systems (CPS), if cyber refers to a digital platform, then the physical refers to real data; 

moreover, “CPS + real big data” in his interpretation is the 5.0 in Society 5.0 (Naikaku-

fu Chiteki Zaisan Honbu Kōsō Iinkai (Dainikai), 2019, p. 13). At a conference on big 

data in medicine, Kitsuregawa frames “real big data” a “source for business” and 

emphasizes that papers and patents are not sufficient anymore to effectively make 

use of research results in the private sector. He holds that the “design of data is key” 

and that Japan should be as proactive as Germany is with GAIA-X, displaying a 

screenshot of the above-cited article (Chazan, 2019) on a slide (Nihon Iryō Kenkyū 

 

6 Totemo Gūguru issha, Amazon issha de atsumeru koto wa dekinai. 
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Kaihatsu Kikō Kōshiki Channeru, 2020). Kitsuregawa thus refers to data sovereignty 

in two understandings, one pertaining to the context of IT architecture and one 

pertaining to the context of research (Hummel et al., 2021, p. 12). 

The concept of real data has proved to be productive enough to feature in the name 

of a prominent international project. Sompo Holdings, a company traditionally 

focusing on insurance, in 2019 set up a joint venture with the American data analysis 

company Palantir; the companies are now deploying a “Real Data Platform for 

Security, Health, and Wellbeing” (Business Wire, 2021). As Palantir has been engaged 

in predictive policing in the U.S. (Zuboff, 2018, p. 451), real data is relevant to a new 

materialist perspective on surveillance capitalism beyond Japanese context. 

 

3.2. Information banks 

“Information banks” (jōhō ginkō; also called Trusted Personal Data Management 

Services, TPDMS) are institutions that facilitate the usage of personal data in the 

Japanese economy. The naming reflects that their business model is similar to that 

of traditional financial institutions: An individual user can decide to deposit data to a 

trusted entity, an information bank, which in turn will provide the data to a third party; 

a portion of the economic gain is then returned to the individual user.7 In the available 

sources, the concept can be traced back at least until 2009 to a group around 

Shibasaki Ryōsuke, professor at the School of Engineering and director of the Center 

for Spatial Information Science at the University of Tokyo (Sakimura, 2018). A 

presentation at a TEDx event in Tokyo by Shibasaki from 2012 highlights potential 

uses for personalized medicine (TEDx, 2012).  Research by Shibasaki and a group 

around Sunahara Hideki, professor at the Media Design Lab at Keio University, in the 

years that followed focuses on the necessity of anonymization, privacy and incentives 

for users to share data. On the relevance of the system, Sunahara in 2019 has made 

 

7 For a detailed English-language explanation of the information bank system including its relation to the international 
MyData movement, see (Sakimura, 2020). 
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the judgement that “IoT security and the information banks are the foundation of the 

society that considers the internet a precondition” (Ōta, 2019). 

Business-oriented literature now only rarely mentions these roots. The book MyData 

economy: Personalization and the information banks sets out to answer how “our lives” 

(wareware no seikatsu) will change through the birth of the MyData economy, an 

“economic sphere” that makes use of personal data through information banks 

(Sasaki, Haruyama, & Shida, 2020, pp. 2–3). While not overly prominent, the book also 

explains how information banks are connected to the international movement MyData 

on controllability of data that has been the topic of studies on data activism (e.g., 

Lehtiniemi & Haapoja, 2020). It was through the yearly conferences of MyData since 

2016 that the system became known abroad. One of the regular participants from 

Japan reports that while the information bank system was, in the beginning, met with 

scepticism – questioning whether it had become “alienated/estranged” (kairi) to the 

“spirit” (seishin) of MyData – it has come to be recognized as a “third way”, differing 

both from the “European system” and from the “American system”. He had the 

impression that finally, the adoption of a more fine-grained approach in handling 

approval – from comprehensive agreement to “using individual agreements at its 

base” (kobetsu dōi bēsu) – brought the information bank system closer to MyData’s 

“vision” (Sasaki et al., 2020, pp. 167–168). A guidebook on how to make use of the 

information bank system makes clear that this shift happened before the background 

of the movement to impose stricter regulations on the protection of private 

information in Europe and U.S. (Morita, 2020, p. 39). As the review process of the 

adequacy of personal information protection in Japan – the Japanese Act on the 

Protection of Personal Information had been revised in 2015 – by the EU lasted 

between 2016 and 2018 (Van Overstraeten, 2020, p. 139), such modifications in data 

strategies during this time were certainly not limited to the information banks. 

In an edited volume on Society 5.0, Shibasaki et al. (2020) give the diagnosis that the 

information bank system has met difficulties because the leaking of personal 

information cannot be undone. Credit scores are a more advanced remuneration 

scheme than merely receiving coupons or information that is deemed to be useful; 

however, that credit scores have been met with some hesitancy in Japan is seen as 
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another reason for the slow progress of the information bank system (Nomura Sōgō 

Kenkyūjo, 2020, pp. 196–198). Still, an article in a research journal published by the 

Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications concludes that while the unwanted 

emergence of a uniform “social credit score” like that envisioned in China poses the 

biggest problem (see also Zuboff, 2018, pp. 451–458), there is no general argument 

against certain credit scores on the grounds of discrimination (Ohya, 2019). 

Its limited success up to now notwithstanding, the system remains relevant. Ishii 

Kaori, professor at the Faculty for Global Informatics of Chuo University and one of 

the editors of the international journal “Global Privacy Law Review”, in the economy-

focused newspaper Nihon Keizai Shinbun in December 2020 refers to the information 

bank system as an issue of improving competitiveness in the digital economy. 

Focusing on aspects of privacy legislation and private initiatives in several countries 

(EU, U.K., U.S., Australia, Japan, and China), she judges that except for China, there is 

an international trend towards data portability that could enable users to fight the 

dominance of American tech companies. Describing the progress of the information 

bank system as “sluggish” (teichō) – until then, one company had received regular 

certification and four companies had received a more elementary certification – she 

emphasizes that “groping for an answer” (mosaku) on how to increase the mobility of 

data with multiple approaches globally is necessary. Asset management through the 

information bank system enables individuals to act as players in the market for data 

usage (Ishii, 2020). Making clear that information banks would not be limited to users 

in Japan, the authors of “MyData economy” emphasize the relevance of DFFT in the 

“Asian region” (Ajia chiiki) (Sasaki et al., 2020, p. 202). Multiple governments of those 

countries are, however, currently drafting data localization requirements for at least 

some industries. The situation is still not completely clear and has to be monitored, 

as the Japanese-language journal “Business Legal Affairs” informs in October 2021 

(Murata, 2021, p. 48). The assertiveness of post-colonial states through legislation in 

this regard reflects an understanding of data sovereignty that is relevant to Indigenous 

peoples in former territorial empires (Hummel et al., 2021, p. 12). Notably, although 

much research on Society 5.0 outside of Japan has been carried out at Indonesian 

institutions (Shahidan, Latiff, & Wahab, 2021, pp. 97–98), it was Indonesia (alongside 
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India and South Africa) that had opted out of DFFT negotiations among the G20 

countries in 2019 (Goodman 2021). 

Emphasizing the role of “privacy tech” more generally, Tanaka Michiaki, professor at 

the Business School of Rikkyo University, is sceptical about the current state of the 

information bank system and emphasizes that one should make use of the data in a 

“customer-centric” fashion (Data Insight Henshūbu, 2020). Using the right approach, 

Japan could become the third pole (daisankyoku) in the world regarding the building 

of smart cities, the other two being North America and China  – a striking divergence 

from the positioning of Japan inside of the MyData initiative, where the other two 

points of reference are Europe and North America. In addition to Toyota, it is 

importantly Softbank that Tanaka considers key in this (Tanaka, 2020, p. 219). 

However, given that Softbank has access to large pools of personal data including 

those of several payment and bonus point systems (Yamashita, 2021), this could 

enable the comprehensive profiling of users and establish Softbank as a powerful 

surveillance capitalist. 

Softbank is currently also one of the owners of LINE, a messaging app attached to an 

ecosystem which is becoming part of Japan’s critical digital infrastructure. 

 

Super app data 

With the functionality of instant messaging, the app LINE can be used on smart 

phones worldwide. However, inside of Japan, LINE functions as a platform for other 

platforms and offers many features, including food delivery, online shopping, music 

streaming (Steinberg, 2019, p. 218) and more recently also mobile payment. In 2020, 

it was the dominant messaging app in Japan, Taiwan and Thailand, the second-most 

widespread in Indonesia after WhatsApp (Nihon Keizai Shinbunsha, 2020) and had 

shares in the South Korean, Malaysian and Mexican markets (Steinberg, 2020, p. 4). 

Its feature-richness and market dominance can be compared to that of WeChat in 

China and KakaoTalk in Korea; these three super apps have profited from regional 

scale through a co-evolution of their ecosystems (Steinberg, 2019, pp. 229–233). 

However, contrary to WeChat being created by the Chinese company Tencent and 

KakaoTalk by Korean company Daum, LINE was not created by a Japanese company. 
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Rather, it was created by the Korean company Naver, whose chat app for Korea did 

not turn out to be successful. 

According to an early narrative supported by the company, LINE was created and 

launched immediately after the Great Tōhoku Earthquake on 11 March 2011, which 

was followed by a catastrophic tsunami and an accident at the Fukushima Daiichi 

Nuclear Power Plant. Amidst the disaster, the mobile network in Japan suffered an 

overload and people had to communicate with their families using low bandwidth, 

data-based communication tools like Twitter, which LINE wanted to provide in a better 

and more straightforward way. Closer scrutiny shows that NHN Japan, the Japanese 

Naver subsidiary, had been developing the app (launched in June 2011) already before 

the earthquake (Steinberg, 2020, p. 4). A retrospective on the history of the internet 

during the Heisei era (1989-2019) by public broadcaster NHK in 2019 explains that the 

app had been under development before the earthquake but makes no reference to 

the company being owned by Korean Naver (NHK “Heisei netto shi (kari)” shuzai han, 

2021, pp. 155–161). The company could publicly present LINE as a Japanese app 

within Japan, while it was considered a Korean app in Korea; a more accurate 

description would have been that it was a collaborative project between Japanese and 

Korean engineers and designers, influenced by both the i-mode model of platform 

building and the KakaoTalk chat app (Steinberg, 2020, p. 4). According to the Nihon 

Keizai Shinbun, it is only very recently that LINE acquired the financial power to “fight 

for the leadership in Asia’s IT market”8: a merger of Naver-owned LINE with Softbank-

owned Z Holdings was announced in 2020 (Nihon Keizai Shinbunsha, 2020). The 

merger was carried out on 1 March 2021; the two CEOs emphasized that they wanted 

to pursue the “local route” (rōkaru rosen) in the Asian market, “hiring local engineers 

with a focus on Southeast Asia”9 (Nihon Keizai Shinbunsha, 2021a). While potential 

for growth on a regional scale is reduced, this strategy makes sense under 

requirements of data localization. 

 

8 Ajia no IT shijō no shudōken arasoi 
9 Tōnan Ajia o chūshin ni enjinia no genchi saiyō 
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That issues of geopolitics are relevant to data came to broad attention in Japan when 

the “LINE problem” (LINE mondai) suddenly became a topic in the Japanese mass 

media. On 17 March 2021, many newspapers reported that Chinese engineers 

involved in the development of LINE were able to view personal information of 

Japanese users. A front-page article in the evening edition of the Nihon Keizai Shinbun 

informs that at the “related company” (kanren kaisha) LINE Digital Technology 

Shanghai, four employees could access data of users whose data is stored inside of 

Japan, including their names and telephone numbers. Regarding the messaging 

feature “talk”, they could access dialog and pictures, whose content was reported as 

inappropriate. Regarding this, the company LINE stated that the related company was 

involved in the development of a gaming platform and had been granted access rights 

in the scope that is necessary for this, and that no inappropriate access has been 

verified. The article also mentions that LINE had already submitted a report to the 

“government’s Personal Information Protection Commission” (seifu no Kojin Jōhō 

Hogo Iinkai) (Nihon Keizai Shinbunsha, 2021b).  

The Ministry of Internal Affairs and Communications stopped the services it offered 

over LINE on 19 March, and other national ministries as well as municipal 

governments followed over the next days. This included the service to make 

appointments for vaccination against COVID-19, something that LINE facilitated in 

coordination with the respective governments. It was also reported that data 

concerning LINE’s payment system and health services had been stored on servers in 

South Korea. Beginning on 20 March, the Chinese National Intelligence Law was 

regularly problematized in articles referring to the LINE problem; Article 7 of the law 

that had been passed already in 2017 stipulates that “any organization or citizen shall 

support, assist, and cooperate with state intelligence work” (Tanner, 2017). In a press 

conference on 23 March, LINE emphasized that it had been relocating data to 

Japanese servers already since February 2021 and that this process will be completed 

soon (Nihon Keizai Shinbunsha, 2021c). Those who saw the LINE problem as a 

phenomenon of being critically reliant on the former colony Korea may have 

experienced a moment of Derridean hauntology of Japan’s imperial past (on this 

notion in agential realism, see Barad, 2010). Some critique also targeted Softbank – 
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for many on the far right a dog whistle to denigrate the Korean heritage of its founder 

Son Masayoshi. 

Experts on data in Japan seemed less concerned about the LINE problem. The timing 

of the reporting was hardly coincidental: exactly for 17 March 2021, the Cabinet 

Committee of the Japanese House of Representatives had scheduled a debate on the 

establishment of a Digital Agency (Dejitaru Chō) and on drafts of several laws relevant 

to information technology, including the “Basic Act on the Formation of a Digital 

Society”. The incident concerning LINE was already paid attention during the debate; 

Hirai Takuya, then Japanese Minister for Digital Affairs, stated that he had confirmed 

that there were reports on this matter in the newspapers that morning, but that no 

detailed information is available yet – and in any case, according to Hirai, it was an 

issue for the Personal Information Protection Commission. He emphasized that it was 

an administrative body independent of ministries (sanjō iinkai) that is able to 

“firmly/properly” (shikkari) handle the protection of personal information (Kokuritsu 

Kokkai Toshokan, 2021, txt/120404889X00920210317/77). The following day, the 

committee continued the debate. As an expert witness, the specialist on data 

protection law Ishii Kaori (see previous section on information banks) in her first 

statement gave an assessment regarding the harmonization of privacy law and the 

responsibilities that should decide how to proceed further with legislation. When 

pressed on the LINE problem later in the debate, she judged that while the issue 

concerned accountability and the scope of assent, it was a problem that could likely 

be dealt using the current legislation (hōsei) on data protection or at least using the 

usual procedures, in such a way that the Personal Information Protection Commission 

can exercise its supervision authority (Kokuritsu Kokkai Toshokan, 2021, 

txt/120404889X01020210318/6, 26). Kokuryō Jirō, a key figure in creating the 

Japanese platform theory behind the i-mode business model (Steinberg, 2019, pp. 

109–110) who is now Professor at the Faculty of Policy Management and the 

Graduate School of Media and Governance of Keio University, on 23 March through 

Twitter gave his opinion on the problem. Among other things, he warned that a Japan-

only (hinomaru kanketsu) strategy would be the “path to defeat” (haisen e no michi) 

and that instead DFFT should be concretized. Rather than focusing on access, 
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business models that structurally betray trust (kōzōteki ni shintaku o uragiru) should 

be problematized. Moreover, a “witch hunt” would be dangerous (Kokuryō, 2021). The 

perspective Kokuryō takes tends to limit the room for data sovereignty pursued by 

nation states. 

The question why the problem gathered much public attention while experts did not 

see the need for changes in legislation arises as a matter of course. A hint is provided 

in an interview with Amari Akira, member of the Japanese House of Peers and then 

head of the Parliamentary Alliance for Rulemaking and Strategy of the ruling Liberal 

Democratic Party, published in the online Huffington Post on 9 April 2021. Amari says 

that security has to receive more consideration, but that it would be “short-circuited” 

for Japanese companies to end business relations with China. He calls LINE’s 

approach, which includes being preemptive in raising security standards beyond what 

is currently dictated by law, a “template” for other companies that handle personal 

information. “It may sound weird, but I think it [noticing the LINE problem; H.K.] was 

good. It exposed that Japan cannot read the air”;10 “it does not take missiles to put 

down Japan” (Nihon korosu nya misairu iranu). In the case that technology and 

information shared by the U.S. with Japan leaked to China, there is the danger that 

Japan would be “decoupled” (dekappuringu) from the U.S. along with China 

(Takahashi, 2021). Implicit in this is the common assumption that a substantially 

worsening relation to the U.S. would threaten the national security of Japan. 

While the wording is drastic, Amari’s concern for the diplomatic environment was well-

founded according to the account given in “American-Chinese confrontation” (Beichū 

tairitsu), a book published in July 2021 by Sahashi Ryō, associate professor at the 

International Relations Institute for Advanced Studies on Asia of the University of 

Tokyo. According to Sahashi, the haphazard politics of the government of U.S. 

president Donald Trump in confronting China had provoked negative reactions and 

suspicion among many allies in the preceding years – giving them a reason to pursue 

data sovereignty, it could be added for the interest of this paper. But the government 

 

10 In cultural anthropology, “reading the air” (kūki o yomu) is interpreted as the Japanese practice of adjusting one’s 
actions to the expectations of the surrounding. 
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of the new U.S. president Joe Biden, inaugurated on 20 January 2021, by March had 

made it clear it would further pursue or even strengthen the confrontation, this time 

with a believable commitment to human rights and democracy (Sahashi, 2021, p. 270). 

The approach to include allies in the confrontation succeeded to the degree that the 

U.S., the U.K., Canada, and the EU imposed parallel sanctions on several officials 

involved in the oppression of the Uighur Muslim population in the Chinese province of 

Xinjiang by 22 March (Wintour, 2021). While Japan did not possess a law appropriate 

for acting similarly, multi-party initiatives of members in the National Diet that already 

existed gained attention and further support (Nemoto, 2021). 11  In May 2021, the 

European Parliament formally froze the ratification process of the planned 

Comprehensive Agreement on Investment between the EU and China as some of the 

Chinese counter-sanctions targeted its members (Sahashi, 2021, p. 218). 

When the U.S. government of Donald Trump threatened to ban the app TikTok on the 

grounds of the Chinese National Intelligence Law posing a danger, an editorial in the 

centrist Japanese newspaper Mainichi Shinbun from September 2020 considered 

pointing to the law a mere “excuse” (kōjitsu) to interfere in business activities of a 

company (Mainichi Shinbunsha, 2020). However, an editorial in the same newspaper 

from 24 March 2021 clearly warns about dangers arising from the law. It also cites 

LINE CEO Idezawa Takeshi admitting that the company had missed a “change in the 

tide” (shiome no henka) (Mainichi Shinbunsha, 2021). Thus, the LINE problem 

emerging as a topic of interest in Japanese mass media points to a perceived shift in 

the geopolitics of data, one that experts on data had, nevertheless, been aware of. 

 

Conclusion 

This paper has (re)constructed three different data strategies by performing 

diffractive genealogy and geopolitical mapping of the data strategies and discourses 

in Japanese context, with the decolonial perspective in mind. While the technique of 

border thinking (Anzaldúa, 1987; Mignolo, 2012) is not easily applicable due to Japan’s 

recent imperial past, the fact that Japanese is not a dominant language in science 

 

11 On the deployment of surveillance technology in Xinjiang, see (Chan, 2018). 
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necessitates narrative innovations in order to account for the (relatively) strong 

agency that Japanese experts de facto have in influencing international policy 

regarding data. This hints towards and supports epistemic disobedience – delinking 

from the illusion of the zero-point epistemology (Mignolo, 2009) – that is inherent to 

Baradian onto-epistemology and appropriate to problematize surveillance capitalism 

more generally. 

From the position of former strength and a prominent access to institutions like the 

G7 and the World Economic Forum, Japan tries to shape international policy according 

to the (perceived) interests of its information technology industry. Judging by the 

development of the data strategies analysed, it is often the hesitance of users in Japan 

and a drive towards data sovereignty in Southeast Asia that hinder a broad adoption 

of data technology developed in Japan. Future adoption could arise if people in Japan 

and abroad develop and maintain trust in institutions like the Personal Information 

Protection Commission. If a global “race to the bottom” regarding privacy 

expectations takes place and surveillance capitalism is accepted wholeheartedly, the 

consideration that privacy does in fact receive in this technology would turn out to be 

detrimental or meaningless at best. However, as data technology developed in Japan 

is entangled with Europe in important aspects of legislation and discourse as well as 

with practices of U.S. American surveillance capitalists, the underlying concepts are 

of interest for a more livable and sustainable future in Japan, Asia, and beyond. 

To conclude, the three concepts of data are significant in understanding data 

naturecultures (Haraway, 2003) in the context of global surveillance capitalism and 

data sovereignty. While the concept of real data is entangled with more general 

techno-nationalist narratives in Japan, it can enrich debates on the ownership of data 

and point to the situated infrastructures and discourses that affect data practices. The 

data practices related to information bank system point to an interesting example of 

an ambiguous case of data management that, depending on implementation and 

discourses, can both support surveillance capitalism as well as counter it by providing 

a “third way” to address data sovereignty that depends less on the structure of nation 

states and large corporations. The data practices established through the LINE app 

and the “LINE problem” show how geopolitical considerations as well as histories of 
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imperialism and colonialism emerge to haunt (in a Derridean sense) contemporary 

data debates, material practices, and data policies. That this problem could gather 

substantial attention is, importantly, because the coloniality underpinning data 

practices in China had become apparent and because the confrontation between the 

U.S. and China was judged to become a long-term issue. As these geopolitical 

conditions keep shifting, this paper hopefully shows that drawing genealogies of data 

practices from differently situated geographic, political, and historical contexts will 

remain an important tool for new materialist informatics methodologies.   
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